From conveyor components to turnkey solutions, FlexLink delivers automated production flow solutions that increase the efficiency of your production processes. The solutions minimize non-value adding operations and bottlenecks, cut throughput time by as much as half and are easy to adapt to various products. Our solutions are geared for low cost of ownership and highly reusable, requiring a minimum of maintenance with low power consumption.

**SOLUTIONS FOR TOMORROW**

- Innovative conveyor systems and components.
- Services and support that safeguard productivity.
- Controls och efficiency tools.
CONVEYOR SYSTEMS FOR SEAMLESS FLOW

FlexLink invests in solutions that can easily be modified and customized, which is particularly valued in industries where demand is rapidly changing. We make sure your products follow the process path in a seamless, waste-less way. Handled products can have a weight from a few grams up to 30 kg. Different track widths fit small vials up to large bundles of a hundred tissue rolls. And there is a choice of low to high flow rates, in some cases for up to 1000 products per minute!

The conveying systems’ tight vertical bends save floor space by enabling multilevel transportation.

FlexLink serves a wide customer base, ranging from local producers to global corporations. Since 1980 FlexLink is a leading provider of high-end solutions to manufacturing industries.
RECLAIM VALUABLE FLOOR SPACE

By elevating the production flow, you reclaim valuable floor space and makes it possible to add more production capacity or increase accessibility for your operators.

Elevation in a continuous flow, without stops or capacity losses. The solutions are easily adjustable for different product sizes.

PROVEN AND EFFICIENT

The wide range of functions are developed based on industry know-how and the experiences from thousands of installations worldwide.
BALANCE THE FLOW

A perfectly balanced flow optimizes your production output, lets the line breathe and avoids queuing on the line. You can effortlessly distribute the flow to ensure that the right amount of products arrive on time to the downstream machines.

REDUCE WASTE

Careful handling of your products at high capacity makes a significant impact to your production efficiency. A correctly oriented product can prevent severe stops or jams in the production flow, while minimizing capacity losses and decreasing waste.

When choosing among different techniques to orient your products, such as tilting, pushing and rotating, we ensure that the solution is robust enough to handle high speed flows and that high levels of accuracy and capability are achieved.
FIND YOUR SOLUTION

Do you want to take significant steps towards higher efficiency?

Our experts will help you choose the solution best suited for your needs. The analysis is based on such factors as throughput, processes and the products’ features as they appear in the line. Refined design and standardized functions ensure efficient solutions based on genuine industry know-how, high quality components, function modules and software. Services and support are integral parts of the unique offer as it ensures performance over time and a low cost of ownership.

FlexLink is a global provider of automated production flow solutions and the innovator of modern conveyor systems. Our solutions enable manufacturers, machine providers and system integrators to take control of efficiency – today and tomorrow.

LET IT FLOW

We are constantly focusing on ways to improve your production efficiency through:

- Considerable investments in R&D.
- A proven process for project fulfillment.
Every component or system we design, every valuable service we offer is geared towards your production efficiency and the success of your business. Our dialogue will provide you with valuable and cost-saving answers. But we ask a lot of questions, certainly when we first meet. It is the quickest way to improving your total efficiency.

Are you looking for inspiration and ideas?
Let’s discuss the effects and performance that you are looking for. We can even arrange visits to installations relevant to your needs.

Do you want the bottom line?
Our pre-studies use modern simulation and analysis tools to evaluate and verify potential improvements.

Do you need installation while maintaining your output?
We offer first class commissioning to ensure rapid and seamless start-up. So you can maintain your existing deliveries and quickly satisfy your new customers.

Are you thinking about the long-term?
Our After Sales service includes condition monitoring, preventive maintenance, emergency service and training. All to ensure you keep getting the most value from your production enhancement.
Coesia is a group of innovation-based industrial solutions companies operating globally, headquartered in Bologna, Italy.

Coesia’s companies are leaders in the sectors of:

- Advanced automated machinery and materials
- Industrial process solutions
- Precision gears

Coesia’s customers are leading players in a broad range of industries, including Consumer Goods, Tobacco, Healthcare, Aerospace, Racing & Automotive and Electronics.